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Abstract 

The emergence of customised products is a consequence of behavioural changes 

within western societies, as well as recent technological developments. Therefore 

the fulfilment of customers’ needs became one major aim businesses have to 

follow nowadays. This progress has paved the way to a new business concept, 

namely mass customisation that aims to satisfy individual requirements at 

relatively low costs. Especially for small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) 

mass customisation developed into a favourable and successful business strategy. 

Given that the fashion industry can be classified as an emotional and fast paced 

industry sector that needs to capture customers’ desires in a quick and precise 

manner, the concept of mass customisation seems to be an adequate strategy. 

Moreover, fashion products have a high potential to be customised. Due to the 

fact, that the implementation of mass customisation will have an impact on the 

entire business strategy and operational sequences, the transition needs to be 

carefully planned. In particular the whole production unit should be managed 

cautiously in order to assure seamless supply chain processes. For that reason this 

thesis concentrates on different production planning solutions for mass 

customised fashion with regard to machine setups. 

The purpose of this research is to reveal the significant aspects and challenges for 

SMEs that have to be considered when production steps need to be aligned to the 

mass customisation principle. Therefore a theoretical framework will approach the 

subject of production planning, as well as mass customisation. In addition, a case 

study will assure scientific support by developing and examining production 

planning solutions. The different levels of production set-ups induce the 

technological facilities that are indispensable for an integration of mass 

customisation. Finally it will be analysed and discussed whether it is feasible for 

an SME to invest in such a business strategy. Especially in a SME the boundaries 

between pure tailor- made customisation and pure mass customisation are often 

blurred, wherefore the findings should contribute to a clarification. Since mass 

customisation is a future- oriented concept, this paper is of definite interest to 

small companies, which intend to successfully achieve mass customisation. 
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 1 Introduction 

This thesis analyses how a mass customised fashion production can be developed 

in SME, shown with the practical case of the Swedish company SOMconcept. The 

following chapter will introduce the reader to the background of the thesis and the 

focus topic of mass customisation. 

 1.1 Background 

The research of the thesis is based on a combination of two different subjects: 

namely the general production set- up for mass customised fashion and 

SOMconcept’s implementation of such a production model for their customised 

goods. Therefore a brief background of both themes is given in the following 

section. 

 1.1.1 The emerging paradigm mass customisation 

Mass customisation is a well-known term nowadays. Recently the New York 

Times published an article about a service, named Amuse Me that offers 

customised video games (Pfeiffer, 2011). News like this is not unusual anymore. 

Furthermore mass customisation evolved to a trend in many different industry 

sectors. More and more companies implement or rather start a new business by 

using mass customisation as their strategy. 

The strategy of offering customised products is actually an old paradigm. Through 

the handcraft era in the early 1900 goods were always manufactured according to 

customers’ unique requirements. Whereas the latest concept of mass 

customisation uses modern information and communication technology (ICT) to 

deliver customised goods in a cost efficient way for the mass market. It becomes 

more and more attractive for young and unique brands to apply this business 

strategy in order to create a deeper uniqueness or offer a broader range of 

individual fashion, and thus more individuality for their customer. The 

implementation of mass customisation into business is a challenge and depends on 

different aspects for instance to select a suitable customisation approach. Hence 

mass customisation is a business strategy. Mass customisation is now beside mass 

production, i.e. fast fashion, an opportunity to win the customer over and 

stimulate continuously innovation. 
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 1.1.2 SOMconcept 

SOMconcept was founded 2006 in Stockholm by Lotta Hjelte, Simon Hjelte and 

Daniel Bates.  During the last 6 years “SOMconcept” operated through a shop-in-

shop principle a department in Paul Urban Bergström (PUB) department store, 

which is located in Slöjdgatan, Stockholm. Besides offering mass customised 

jeans and chinos they sold jeans, trousers, shirt, shoes and accessories from other 

brands like Falke, Amanda Christensen, Atlas Design and Human scales. Since 

2009 their income rose through increasing numbers of sales. (allabolag.se, 2012) 

In order to enable a steady growth in the future, SOMconcept decided to leave 

PUB and to open an own small pop-up store for tailored garments. The new 

production place is located in Montörsvägen 12, 168 31 Bromma, Stockholm and 

is about 32m2. This production plant is able to produce jeans, chinos, slacks and 

accessories that are ordered at the pop-up store in Regeringsgatan 30, Stockholm 

and are send immediately to the customers. By employing four employees and 

achieving an annual turnover of 3 665 000 SEK, SOMconcept is defined as a 

SME according to the European Union law (EU-Definiton, 2012).  

SOMconcept makes use of mass customisation as a business concept and provides 

its customer the opportunity to design and create their own, personalized clothes 

and accessories according to the designer’s sketches. 

 1.1.3 Problem Description 

The production of mass customised fashion deals with items, which usually 

change their appearance for each single product. The complexity of such a 

production increases and impacts entire processes within any company’s value 

chain. Hence the production process needs to be precisely planned and to ensure a 

seamless workflow. Many producers face the problem nowadays by reorganizing 

the manufacturing process and invest in suitable equipment to implement the 

strategy of mass customisation (Owen, Matthews, McIntosh, & Culley, 2011). 

However, in the case of small companies a lack of thoughtful process design often 

evinces due to their limited spatial and financial capabilities. Fogliatto et al also 

revealed through a profound literature review that the implementation of mass 

customisation results in a lack of “literature related with manufacturing planning 

and control” (Fogliatto, Da Silveira, & Borenstein, 2012). These problems also 

exist at SOMconcept where the given circumstances of this company impede the 

proper integration of a mass customisation production. This particular example 

supports Fogliatto et al’s findings and proof the difficulties of finding the right 

solution for an efficient and effective production set- up for mass customised 

fashion. 
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 1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to present different production planning solutions for 

mass customised fashion that enable a successful implementation for 

SOMconcept. Therefore this paper will discuss the significant aspects and 

challenges, which arise for a SME during the planning process and creation of 

production aligned to mass customisation. Thus different variation of production 

set-ups for mass customised fashionable clothes are developed by considering the 

given circumstances of the company SOMconcept. The aim is to achieve a 

suitable concept for mass manufacturing of customised products. 

 1.3 Research Question 

The idea behind mass customisation is to focus more on customers’ individual 

needs and wishes in order to increase customers’ satisfaction. In former 

industrialized times of mass production the power of supply chains was placed on 

the supplier, since the goal was to ensure a high capacity of products at the lowest 

possible costs. Nowadays western markets became so oversaturated that the 

power has shifted from suppliers to consumers. This fact has placed business 

concentrations downstream the supply chain to the customers. Consequently, 

many firms start processes at the demand side, which brought up the term demand 

chain management. (Gattorna, 2010) 

Through offering customers to actively take part in value added processes by 

customer co-creation, many companies in the textile industry are implementing 

mass customisation as their business strategy. Particularly big companies such as 

Adidas (Adidas, 2012) or Burberry (Burberry Limited, 2012) make use of this 

strategy that compliments their regular business concept. In addition, many start-

up companies implement the concept of mass customisation as their core strategy 

like the online brand youtailor.eu (Your Tailor, 2012). 

Since SOMconcept decided to implement a spatial separation of the production 

and sales department, new solutions for the production planning need to be 

developed, which include the material and information flow, the machinery and 

technology as well as arising expenses. So the major challenge for SOMconcept is 

to develop the best solution to organize a production set- up for mass 

customisation. 

While exploring the subject of mass customisation in the production process a 

further important aspect needs to be considered, namely the challenges embedded 

within mass customisation for business processes of SME. 
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The article Limits and opportunities in mass customization for “build to order” 

SME by Carsten Svensson and Ari Barfod deal with the question of the long-term 

effect of mass customisation in SMEs. The authors discuss the rapport of pure 

customisation to pure mass production, from craft to industrialization with regard 

to the emerging challenges for SME. Svensson and Barfod propose solutions for 

SMEs on how to handle the implementation of mass customisation and finding the 

right balance between customisation and mass production. (Barfod & Svensson, 

2002) 

Although this thesis examines the challenges SMEs have to face when 

implementing mass customisation, it takes a more detailed step into the value 

chain of any SME.  This paper is discussing the following research question: 

How can a production set- up for mass customisation be developed in a small and 

medium sized enterprise corresponding to the conditions of SOMconcept? 

Therefore the focus is on the production process and how a mass customised 
production can be achieved successfully. Thus different variations of production 
set- ups will be presented and reviewed considering the sub-questions:  

 - Which technological equipment is needed to produce mass customised 

fashion apparel and accessories?  

 - Is it worth it for a SME like SOMconcept to invest in advanced 

technological capabilities? 

 The case- specific conditions are more detailed described in chapter 4. At the end 

of this paper a discussion will analyse the presented results and finally the 

conclusion will give an answer to the research question. 

 1.4 Delimitation 

The research of this thesis is focused on the production of SMEs. Considering the 

value chain of a textile company, such as the one of SOMconcept, two other main 

fields can be identified, as shown in figure 1. This thesis will not include the 

procurement department as well as the distribution department. Instead the entire 

production process, hence the material stock, the cutting, the manufacturing and 

the preparation for distribution, as well as the necessary information and 

communication flow is examined. Furthermore the focus will be on the 

manufacturing of mass customised fashionable clothes such as jeans, trousers, 

chinos and slacks, as well as customised leather accessories such as such as belts, 

purses and iPod- and iPad- cases. Since the study is determined by the particular 

conditions of the case company, it enters in a specific and delimitated field. 
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 2 Methodology 

The following chapter introduces the methodological framework of this thesis. It 

presents the approaches of research methods as well as describing the used 

methodology during the research process. In addition the case study, which was 

chosen as the main research strategy, will be explained in detail. 

 2.1 Research Approach and Process 

The basis of this study is substantiated in the defined research question, which is 

the common theme of the research process. In order to answer the research 

question as well as the emerged sub question, different approaches will be 

applied. 

In general three different approaches are known: the deductive, inductive and 

abductive approach. Since this paper has a theoretical framework and thus “infers 

the implication of his or her [the researchers] the theory that prompted the whole 

exercise” (Bryman, 2008) as the starting point of its research process. The applied 

approach is rather an inductive than a deductive or abductive strategy since the 

reality will be firstly examined. However, in this study a final conclusion will be 

given but no verified theory can be made due to the scope of the thesis. 

Furthermore multiple data collection methods will be executed; hence it is a 

combination of qualitative and quantitative research. The process of this study 

starts with a review of published material about production planning and 

organizing as well as theoretical analysis of mass customisation. Therefore a 

secondary data collection is done by a review of literature, scientific articles, 

business journals and special websites. After building a theoretical framework, a 

Fig 1 Delimitation on the value chain developed by the authors 
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further approach to find an answer to the research question is used: the case study. 

Here, the primary data is collected by telephone interview with the key members 

of SOMconcept, Simon and Lotta Hjelte, as well as constructive conversation 

with teachers from the Swedish School of Textile. Additionally the authors own 

experience and knowledge, which was gained through the Bachelor and Master 

studies as well as through apprenticeship, has some influence. The theoretical 

findings are also included in this conceptual part of the research and development 

process. The matching of the conceptual created theory and the prior collected 

theoretical knowledge establish a result, which will be analysed and discussed at 

the end. To sum up the research process a conclusion will be done. Since the 

initial point is related to the changing conditions of SOMconcept’s production, the 

research concentrated on the case study as the main research method. However 

this cause a theoretical model and a final statement of the thesis. This will be used 

to achieve a specific solution that can be transferred to a generalized 

understanding. In this point of the thesis it is worth mentioning that the findings 

will be deduced from a very specific case to knowledge for a greatly restricted 

operating field.  

 2.2 Case Study 

The application of a case study as a research tool is the examination of a 

contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context. In particular is a case study 

needed when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not readily 

identifiable. (Yin, Applications of Case Study Research, 2003) 

In recent times the case of an implementation of a mass customised production 

occurs more often. Nevertheless the inquiry of the phenomenon that a small and 

medium sized company develops its production not only to a mass customised but 

also to a fashionable production is still uncommon. Therefore this phenomenon 

and its context to the Swedish company SOMconcept are selected as the pivotal 

point of this study. According to Yins type definition it is a single-case design and 

explanatory case study. So “the construction and testing of an explanation must be 

seen as the primary objective” (Yin, The Case Study as a Serious Research 

Strategy , 1981, S. p: 107) which will be done in this particular research through 

creating different variations of possible production set- ups as well as its analysis 

and discussion. The concept analysis, the testing of hypothesis, the enclosure of 

literature and finally the iteration of the research process induces to build 

knowledge out of this case study. (Eisenhardt, 1989) 
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 3 Theoretical Framework 

 3.1 Production Planning and Controlling 

In the following chapter it will be briefly described what Production Planning and 

Controlling (PPC) means, what kinds of production are broadly defined and what 

aspects have to be considered when choosing a PPC-system. As John Hunt 

mention in a contribution about computer in the manufacturing process is “[…] 

the implementation of a modern manufacturing strategy and organization [is] 

central to the survival of a manufacturing company” (Hunt, 1993). Therefore a 

PPC-System, in combination with an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)- 

System, is the best solution to meet the organization and the controlling of 

production related operational procedures and materials. According to Gordon B. 

Carson this includes “the planning of routing, scheduling, dispatching inspection, 

and coordination, control of materials, methods machines, tools and operating 

times. This also includes the organization of supply and movement of every 

needed material and workforce as well as machines utilization and related 

activities, in order to bring about the desired manufacturing results in terms of 

quality, quantity, time and place.” (Carson, 1972) 

PPC is a tool that enables a company realizing a short and efficient production. 

This involves planning of time schedules for personnel/employees, machine-times 

(running times, retrofit times, and waiting times), delivery times (from supplier to 

customer) and production times itself for every single product. PPC also supports 

a company in meeting their delivery times, managing the inventory (stock of 

finished goods and raw material) and making sure that everything is running in an 

economical way. This has to be calculated and reconsidered for every new 

product and every change in the supply or demand chain. Therefore it will be 

done more than one or two times a year. (Schuh, Kampker, & Wesch-Potente, 

2010) 

August-Wilhelm Scheer´s Y-model (see Fig. 2) shows how PPC connects all 

necessary modules (planning, trading and technical systems) for a successful 

production. 
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Fig 2 Sheer´s Y translated by the authors 

 

Furthermore Nyhuis, Münzberg and Kennmann summarise that “the achievement 

of manufacturing targets associated with performance significantly depends on 

production planning and controlling (PPC) and its configuration. Due to the fact 

that the configuration is also based on customer requirements and specific 

business conditions general best practices do not exist.” (Nyhuis, Münzberg, & 

Kennmanns, 2009) 

But still the kinds of production can be broadly defined in following three 

different types (Kumar): 

 - Continuous /mass flow/ assembly production 

The product is built together or is manufactured while it is moving through 

the production line. This requires a high investment in machinery because 

a separate machine is necessary for every production step. Through this 

continuous production the work in process (WIP) inventory is relatively 

low but still this kind of production is used for orders with large batch 

sizes with good or rather high quality. 
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 - Job/unit production 

This kind of production is very flexible. It can be used to produce orders 

with small batch size of different designs and different products. Here the 

investment in machines and equipment is lower but the WIP is in 

proportion to continuous production higher.  

 - Intermittent production 

With this system orders with small batch sizes can also be produced. Like 

the job/unit production it is very flexible and the investment in machinery 

and equipment is quite low. Furthermore the production can partly be for 

inventory and partly for customer´s order. 

Which kind of production is used or implemented in a business depends on the 

kind of business (customer/demand orientated� product orientated), the size of 

business, their products (small retailer with small range of products �big 

company with big range of products) and the organization (small independent 

shop retailer � big company with management board). Also the aspects of 

efficient, economy and sustainability should be considered. 

When the decision as to what kind of production will be used is made the next 

step would be to decide how it would be controlled. Therefore diverse 

electronically systems of different providers like SAP, BAAN, Oracle and PSI for 

bigger companies as well as APOLLO!pps, inforCOM, Sage Group and 

JobDISPO for smaller companies exist. (SoftGuide) Which PPC-System will be 

used also depends on pre-knowledge of the user or interface possibilities to other 

needed programmes. 

Still it does not matter how good a PPC-System is if the user is unable to handle it 

probably. This means, that the system is working but as an example the order is 

placed too late according to its cycle-time. Then the failure is not deemed to be on 

the side of the PPC-System but on the side of the user. Another reason delays 

could be a lack of material. (Nyhuis & Nyhuis, 2001) 

This can be prevented through an additional Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

system. Its successful coordination with the PPC-System is essential for a 

successfully running business. 
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 3.2 Organizing the information flows 

The significance of information and its flow in modern companies is truly known 

nowadays. According to V.Albino et. al. the processing and transferring of 

information coordinate mainly a process, which is required for the management as 

well as the execution of interdependent tasks. Further V.Albino et. al. define the 

characterization of information flows as “evaluating the number of messages and 

information processing activities that occur in organizations”. Possible reasons 

for an incorrect information flow can be uncertainty, equivocality or variability. 

Thereby uncertainty represents the case when the possessed information is either 

insufficient or excessive for a task accomplishment. Equivocality stands for 

confusion or rather a misunderstanding whereas variability is based on the need to 

exchange or process more information during the achievement of a given task. 

(Albino, Pontradolfo, & Scozzi, 2002) 

To avoid a lack in the information flow, accomplishing tasks and organizing all 

these flows as well as the material flows of a company, a software solution could 

support these processes. Hence this tool, Enterprise Resource Planning systems 

(ERP), seeks to integrate all business information and processes within its 

software programmes. The term ERP is considered as an “umbrella term”, which 

symbolizes a range of similar products instead of being intended for a certain 

object. Since the 1970s ERP has been applied and developed. Its emergence is 

based on the development of technology and business operations. So finally ERP 

could be defined “as the key element of an infrastructure that delivers a solution 

to business”. (Klaus, Rosemann, & Gable, 2000) 

The ERP tool is a commercial product that could fulfil diverse requirements of 

customers or rather users coming from different economical segments. Generally 

it is a standard software package that will be customised during the process of 

system development. Mainly it is used to support the core processes and 

administrative functionality of companies, which often operate internationally. So 

the business operations conducted by ERP-systems can be internal and external 

operations such as procurement, material management, logistics, production, 

sales, etc. Moreover ERP-systems could also manage industry specific operations, 

which could be the patient management in hospitals or student administration at 

universities. (Klaus, Rosemann, & Gable, 2000) 

The background of ERP is the integration of different systems such as Data Base 

Management Systems (DBMS), Decision Support Systems (DSS) and 

Management Information Systems (MIS) to a production planning and control 
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system, called Material Requirement Planning (MRP) systems. Therefore the 

roots of ERP could be seen in the planning of production. (Shtub & Karni, 2010) 

Figure 3 shows an overview of the structural building of an ERP-System 

according to Dipl.-Ing. Edgar Züfle, Lecture documents 2011. 

 

Fig 3 Structural building of an ERP-System by E.Züfle, 2011, modified by B.Janssen 

 

 3.2.1 Investment on ERP-system 

The acquirement of an ERP system requires a vast investigation for a company, 

irrespective of the company’s size. Basic features such as hardware and 

networking infrastructure should be fulfilled as an organizational preparedness. 

Further more hardware investment aspects such as instruction and education as 

well as maintenance and repair costs should be considered. The scientist Siriginidi 

Subba Rao presents in his article Enterprise resource planning: business needs 

and technologies a decision tree model, which shows the options of selecting an 

ERP-system and the involved costs. Since the research was developed for an 

Indian institution, the calculation is done in Indian Rupees (Rs.). This model 

provides an estimation of the costs dimension when an enterprise invests in an 

ERP software package. (Rao, 2000) 

MES: Manufacture Execution System

Manufacturing control + APS control + 
PDA/TAA/MDL + Tool management + QM 

PPC: Production Planning and Controlling

MES + scheduling + distribution + buying 
department + logistic + project management + 
product configuration + service + documents

ERP: Enterprise Resource Planning

PPC + Controlling/MIS + FAD + property 
accounting + cost calculation + HRM

ERP II: "Realtime Enterprise"

ERP + e-commerce + e-
procurement + SCM + CRM
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Fig 4 Decisions tree model by Subba Rao, 2000 

 

 3.2.2 ERP systems for SMEs 

Since the ERP integration is a complex and expensive process and smaller 

companies sometimes cannot afford them, the adoption of such a system is more 

common in larger organizations. Although there is a need to organize the 

information, there also is material and production flow in such small enterprises. 

Hence many low cost ERP-systems are commercially available for SMEs. But the 

fact that small companies often offer niche products generates the need for the 

right alignment of the system. (Quiescenti, Bruccoleri, La Commare, Noto La 

Diega, & Perrone, 2006) 

Again Siriginidi Subba Rao summarises five important criteria for an ERP 

selection that a SME should consider. During the selection process the aspect of 

affordability, existence of domain knowledge of suppliers, local support, and 

technically upgradability as well as the use of the latest technology should be 

fulfilled especially for SMEs. (Rao, 2000) 
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 3.3 Theoretical Set up for optimal production flow 

In the following chapter it will be shortly described which influences have to be 

considered when a new working place is set up. 

To ensure a high productive manufacture process with a high-quality end product, 

the machines have to be built up in an order so that there are no needless 

processes or other flow-disturbing factors like waste or small gangways. Fig.5 

shows one possibility of how a production place could be build up. But this is not 

a general solution since a production set up always depends on the existing 

machines and the production place itself. Moreover the products that are going to 

be produced and the kind of production it will be are important for designing a 

workplace. Besides this fact, the individual worker, his education, working 

attitude and the design of a workstation is important for the quality and quantity of 

the end product. 

 

As mentioned in the chapter 3.1 PPC there is no general practice for setting up a 

machine and storage order. However, in general there are some factors that have 

to be recognized and implemented. 

To ensure that the workers stay in health and can concentrate on their word, the 

working stations should be designed ergonomically and anthropometrically. This 

means suitable seating and standing positions to avoid backaches, neck or 

shoulder aches as well as discomfiture in the legs or feet.  

For sitting workers, chairs with changeable height, backrest and seating area are 

necessary as well as the possibility to change the height of the working table e.g. 

sewing machine. 

For standing workers on the knitting, weaving, cutting or layer machines as well 

as in the finishing, inspection and packaging areas the working tables are usually 

Fig 5 Material-/Product flow by Eberle et.al. 
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not adjustable. Here the workers should have the option/ability to step on 

something safe for getting a perfect working position and height. 

Additional the most used tools should not be further than 20 cm from the working 

person and should be easy to reach. For instance: needles are very small and hard 

to pick up. According to Method-time Measurement (MTM) it needs a high 

concentration and a careful movement to get one 

needle (Needle: category D: careful reach with 

eye movement (see green MTM-table in 

Appendix)). So it is easier to reduce time and 

increase the security if a needle-pillow is placed 

right on the sewing machine wherever the sewer 

can see and reach it safely without moving a lot. 

A similar case is a small, one hand usable cutting 

machine (example see figure 6) that can hang down from the ceiling, thus it can 

be reached and pulled down to the cutting table if necessary. After releasing the 

cutting machines it automatically goes up again. Consequently it is out of the way 

and doesn`t disturb the working process. The working- persons should sit or stand 

in a position in which the eyes are not further away from the working object than 

40 cm. It allows the person to have a good overview of the working area and the 

required tools. This can be seen in the following figures 7 and 8: 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7 Working area by Eberle et.al 

Fig 6 Hand usable cutting machine 
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Moreover the direct working area in which the worker can obtain everything 

needed from their position without moving, the ways to the storage areal(s) should 

be optimal to ensure a fast and safe working flow. This could be realized through 

different and smaller storage areal(s) according to different production areas or a 

big storage nearby all production areas. In both cases the time to go there, take an 

object and return to the actual working place can be calculated through MTM 

(MTM, 2012). So it is possible to get an overview of how much time the workers 

spend getting tools or working material. But also due to the workers’ health and 

safety, especially heavy and unhandy materials should be placed near to the 

machine where it shall be used. 

In addition to the physical workplace design the psychical design should also be 

considered. This includes good light, colours, music and plants. (Eberle, Hereling, 

Hornberger, Menzer, & Ring, 2004) 

  

Fig 8 Overview on the working area by Eberle et.al. 
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 3.4 Mass Customisation 

Nowadays mass customisation is a commonly used term in science and 

economics. In this section the meaning and the background of mass customisation 

will be explained in order to approximate to this emerging paradigm.  

 3.4.1 Approaches of mass customisation 

Regarding customised products and services different approaches conduce to 

characterize mass customisation. Considering customers’ needs the following 

aspects, according to Aichner and Coletti (2011), are suited for being 

personalised: 

 • Aesthetic – presenting social power and richness 

 • Technology – improving the utility of an object 

 • Personal utility – customer individual improvement of an object, custom-

made products 

 • Personal aesthetic – customer individual recognition incorporated into a 

product 

 • Research – when conventional solutions of technological request could not 

be satisfied 

In todays range of customised products the shown aspects are typical for quality 

characteristics, which are chosen to personalise (Aichner and Coletti, 2011). But 

they do not determine any type of customisation.  

For this purpose James Gilmore and Joseph B. Pine (1997) published a framework 

of mass customisation. Therefore they worked out four distinct faces for 

customisation, which should help to apply the right customisation as well as to 

avoid unnecessary production and to reduce complexity during the 

implementation of mass customisation. 

 - Collaborative customisation 

This approach can be applicable for businesses, which offers a range of 

options. Together with the costumer collaborative customisers try to 

identify and communicate their individual needs. Additionally they are 

developing an offer for those needs together. Most of the time the 

collaborative approach fulfils people’s association of mass customisation. 

In this case functionality as well as the appearance are changed.  
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 - Adaptive customisation 

A product standard characterizes this approach. The customers can 

customise the design themselves. The customers want different product 

performance for different occasions as well as technology that can help 

them to modify the product easily on their own.  

 - Cosmetic customisation 

Businesses that achieve the cosmetic approach of mass customisation offer 

a product differently to each customer, but meanwhile the functionality of 

the product is not altered, neither by the producer nor by the customer. 

Even if the product is customised in this approach, its value is still real to 

many customers. 

 - Transparent customisation 

This ”face” of customisation implements customised products or services 

without the knowledge of the customer. They do not know that those 

products or services have been aligned for their needs. This approach and 

the cosmetic customisation behave contrary to each other. Whereas 

transparent customiser will personalise the functionality of a product, the 

cosmetic customiser will change the appearance of a product (Gilmore & 

Pine II, 1997). 

The following figure visualizes and presents examples of Gilmore and Pine’s four 

faces of mass customisation: 

 

Fig 9 Four faces of mass customisation modified by Larsson, 2011 
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It is worth mentioning that these approaches can be achieved separately from each 

other or in a combination depending on the design of a product, process or 

business unit, which has been chosen. 

Indeed Gilmore and Pine’s approach of mass customisation is not the only way to 

identify the paradigm of mass customisation, but it is an established model that 

can be applied in any type of business.  

 3.4.2 Definitions and Development 

Considering only the term mass customisation is a combination of the terms mass, 

“having an effect on or involving a large number of people or forming a large 

amount” (Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus, 2011), and of 

customisation, “to make or change something according to the buyer's or user's 

needs” (Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus; 

Futureorientation, 2006). Both terms have their own meaning but by addition the 

meanings of both it becomes one concept. 

In 1987 Stanley Davis described and created the term mass customisation in his 

book ‘future perfect’ for the first time by defining it as when “the same large 

number of customers can be reached as in mass markets of the industrial 

economy, and simultaneously they can be treated individually as in the 

customised markets of preindustrial economies.” Besides Davis, B.Joseph Pine 

expressed mass customisation as an individual customisation and a vast offering 

of variety at prices comparable to commercial goods and services. (Haug, Ladeby, 

& Kasper, 2009) 

In recent years Frank Piller also published consolidated findings about mass 

customisation. In an article related to CRM (Customer- Relationship- 

Management) strategies he terms mass customisation as a perfect bridge for 

connecting cost pressures and customer-specific requirements. Furthermore he 

calls it a strategy that combines customised products and services in compliance 

with the efficiency of mass production. (Piller, 2004)Therefore mass 

customisation has been an explored paradigm for more than two decades. 

A concept like mass customisation is based on the change of conditions in 

different disciplines. To explain the appearance of it the trend of manufacturing 

and of product variety as well as the consumption trend and the social 

development of the last century should be considered. 
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Fig 10 Development of production condition developed by the authors 

 

Since the industrial revolution the conditions for manufacturing have changed. 

Due to the simplification of the general production process the quantity of items 

has increased. So it came that Henry Ford accomplished the standardisation of 

cars and thus their availability for the mass. (The Henry Ford AAM, 2003) 

Further technical development, change in energy prices and globalisation of 

production are motives for an increasing number of produced items. To stay 

competitive companies manufactured a larger variety. Especially in the car 

industry this change has become obvious. In the world’s largest automotive 

market, the U.S., the number of models grew to approximately 70 per cent 

between 1973 and 1989 (MacDuffie, Sethuraman, & Marshall Fisher, 1996). 

Other examples are mentioned by Michael Cox and Richard Alm in their book 

The right stuff: America's move to mass customization (1998): in the U.S. market 

the number of different types of tights changed from five up to 90 and the number 

of varieties of sport shoes from five up to 285 between the years 1970 and 1998 

(Aichner & Coletti, 2011). This development shows how nowadays costumers are 

used to a high range of variety in their consumption behaviour. 

Besides this a trend in the society of western culture, which also has an impact on 

consumption behaviour, became apparent - the trend of individualisation. The 

modern man places his emphasis regarding social behaviour in setting himself 

apart of his fellow man and focusing on individualised value-based distinction. So 

this individualistic approach has induced branding as a key figure in 

contemporary sales and marketing management. Over and above that the 

segmentation of internally consistent customer groups can no longer exist because 

of the customers need for unique and personalised products. (Futureorientation, 

2006) 
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By considering these different developments in the environment and science of 

mass customisation, it is obvious that individual customised products or services 

as well as the efficiency of modern production and technology, are the elements 

that make up the realization of mass customisation. 

 3.4.3 A successful implementation 

Da Silveira et al. summarised six factors, internal and external types, which are 

most commonly indicated in this field of study. These factors assist companies to 

find out if mass customisation is the right strategy for their businesses. Further 

they demonstrate the major aspects of implementation operations. (Da Silveira, 

Borenstein and Fogliatto, 2001) 

 - Customer demand for variety and customisation must exist 

The success of mass customisation is bound to the willingness of 

customers to respond to austerity for a customised product as well as the 

company’s ability to offer the mass customising service. 

 - Market conditions must be appropriate 

According to Da Silveira et al. an early implementation of mass 

customisation redound to companies’ advantages i.e. an establishment of a 

reputation as innovative and customer-driven. Thus the success of mass 

customisation is contingent on the timing of this development. 

 - Value chain should be ready 

To achieve successfully mass customisation, companies need to consider 

their supply chain network. Every link in this network should be ready to 

fulfil the new requirements due to the fact that the mass customisation is a 

value chain- based concept. 

 - Technology must be available 

To afford a successful development of mass customisation, an optimal 

integration of an information and process flexibility technology series is 

necessary. Da Silveira et al. predicate that in this case the implementation 

of advanced manufacturing technologies is fundamental. 

 - Product should be customisable 

If a product can be modularised, versatile and permanently renewed it can 

be ideal for the company as a mass customised product. But it does not 

need to have all this characteristics; especially the modularity can decrease 

the complexity and manufacturing costs. Furthermore rapid product 
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development and innovation capabilities enable the success of the mass 

customisation process. 

 - Knowledge must be shared 

Companies’ cultures have to emphasize knowledge creation and 

distribution across the value chain due to the dynamism of the mass 

customisation strategy as well as the fulfilment of customer’s demand to 

new products and services. 

These compact parameters reveal how many different aspects must be deliberated 

to realize a successful mass customisation system. But a further significant aspect 

that is highlighted by Gilmore and Pine is the “challenge of the mass- market 

mind-set”. Through this expression the research describes the instance that the 

concept of mass production is firmly embedded in hearts and minds of managers 

for a very long period. Since the conditions of production are now changing from 

a mass production to a mass customisation, companies, who wish to implement 

mass customisation, should conceive the dimensions of the dynamic market 

nowadays and avoid creating products that are designed for average requirements. 

A “customer sacrifice gaps” which means a discrepancy between a companies’ 

offering and the truly individual desires of each customer should not arise. 

(Gilmore & Pine II, 1997) 

In addition Mitchell M. Tseng and his colleague Jianxin Jiao summarised the 

technical challenge for a successful working mass customisation system as a 

balance of the three elements features, costs and schedule. More precisely time-to-

market (quick responsiveness), variety (customisation), and economy of scale 

(volume production efficiency) affect the requirements of mass customisation. 

(Tseng & Jiao, 2001) 

Time-to-market is a supply chain issue and describes the time from the first step 

of the product development until the product is placed in the market. As it is 

revealing in this chapter the mass customisation strategy needs a flexible and 

dynamic supply chain management wherefore the lead-time should be as short as 

possible due to a quick responsiveness. An agile supply chain management aims 

to focus on customer and markets as well as respond instantaneously regarding the 

logistic planning whereas the lean supply chain management focuses on 

elimination of waste and on productivity and costs (Harrison & van Hoek, 2005). 

The objectives of both approaches add up to the concept of mass customisation. 

Hence the concept is to fulfil the individual requirement of a customer in an 

efficient and standardised way. Finally a successful strategy of mass 

customisation depends also on the right alignment of supply chain management. 
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Tseng and Jiao also mention the economy of scale as one element that influences 

the balance of a mass customisation system. Therefore they identified the 

economical implications of mass customisation for a company as shown in figure 

11. Normally the advantage of mass production is gaining the economy of scale 

through a high- volume production and thus its repetition. Whereas the advantage 

of mass customisation is embedded in its capability to reduce costs and lead-time 

and thus to reach higher margins. Hence the result of this is the “better match 

between the producer’s capabilities and customer needs”, which is achieved 

through the strategy of mass customisation and which also enables an economy of 

scope. (Tseng & Jiao, 2001) 

 

 

 

Fig 11 Economic Implications of mass customisation by Tseng and Jiao, 1996 

 3.4.4 Benefits and limitations 

An obvious benefit of mass customisation is the fulfilment of each individual 

customer need and therefore completes customer satisfaction. This is an 

advantage for the supplier, the company, as well as for the demander, which is the 

customer. It is an excellent strategy to improve the relationship between customer 

and supplier. The value-added services of a company can increase due to mass 

customisation. An intangible benefit is the potentially growing loyalty of the 

customer based on the satisfying service the customer perceives.  

From an economical angle mass customisation enables the producer to reduce 

costs and lead-times with the result of a higher margin as shown in Tseng and 

Jiao’s findings. Furthermore the customer’s willingness to pay higher prices for a 

customised product often exists therefore a company can gain a bonus profit. 

(Tseng & Jiao, 2001) 
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Another consequence of implementing mass customisation is the reduction of 

inventory due to a more focused application and the improvement of resource 

utilization where expenses could decrease. Using mass customisation as a strategy 

also enables the ability for more accurate forecasting regarding to changes in the 

market and customer requirements. (Rangaswamy & Wind, 2001) 

Since mass customisation concerns many different segments of a business, it is a 

further aspect to be vulnerable or even to fail with this. First of all a major risk is 

to chose the wrong approach of mass customisation or to be not yet qualified 

enough to judge. There are also a lot of potential risks in the supply chain that 

could be avoided by an elaborated risk management. 

Paul Zipkin ascertained four factors that confine mass customisation and its 

success. First, mass customisation can be limited by the production technology. It 

postulates an investigation of money and time in highly flexible technologies. 

Secondly, a failed communication with the customer delimitates the successful 

application of mass customisation due to mistaking customers´ needs. Further the 

logistic system needs to be stable and aligned direct- to- customer. Finally mass 

customisation is limited if there is no potential mass market for the specific 

customised products. (Zipkin, 2001) 

 

 3.4.5 Impact of mass customisation on the production 

To afford a successful development of mass customisation, an optimal integration 

of information and process flexibility technologies series is necessary. Da Silveira 

et al. predicate that in this case the implementation of advanced manufacturing 

technologies is fundamental for the production (Da Silveira, Borenstein, & 

Fogliatto, 2001). 

Compared to mass production, mass customisation integrates the customer or 

rather their personal requirements in the product development process. Therefore 

the customer gains the capability of entering into the product life cycle. Hence 

there is a point when the customer’s involvement emerges: it is the so-called 

customer order de-coupling point (CODP) (Senanayake & Little, 2010). 
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Haug et. al define the CODP as the point “in the manufacturing process a product 

is linked to a customer order” and presents the most frequently applied COPDs 

which are engineer-to-order (ETO), make-to-order (MTO), assemble-to-order 

(ATO) and make-to-stock (MTS). Furthermore they define the ATO and MTO, or 

rather known in other sources as built- to- order, as “approaches that support a 

mass customisation strategy“. Whereas the MTS represents the opposite, the mass 

production approaches.  

Regarding the apparel industry mass customisation can be realized in three main 

approaches: personalisation, fit and design. Thereby the highest level of mass 

customisation is reached when the customer is involved in the design process of a 

product. Senanayake and Little developed five points of customisation used by the 

current apparel industry practice: 

 - Post-production customisation point (PPCP) 

This point is positioned after the production process wherefore it is a less 

complex mass customisation process due to the fact that it has no impact 

on manufacturing. 

 - Fabrication customisation point (FBCP) 

When the customer decides on product materials within the product 

category the fabrication customisation point is applied. This point may 

affect the manufacturing process as the cutting of the garment but not its 

production exempli gratia the sewing. 

 

 

Fig 12 Customer order decoupling point by Rudberg & Wikner, 2004 
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 - Fit customisation point (FTCP) 

The pre-production stage is manipulated by the fit customisation. In detail 

the customised product is adapted to the needed measurements, the fit ease 

and the shape. In this case a variation from a few measurement options up 

to the total customer measurements could be offered. 

 - Feature customisation point (FRCP) 

Feature customisation is identified as the point in the process where the 

customer has the options to select or define features whereby the pre-

production as well as the assembly are involved.  

 - Design customisation point (DCP) 

The entire production and process of mass customisation is affected if 

design customisation is applied. At this point of customisation the 

costumer can either design the entire product or one with defined options. 

In the majority of practical cases the customer do not have a total impact 

of the design process.  (Senanayake & Little, 2010) 

Regarding the information flow of a mass customisation process these findings 

underline the significance of an unobstructed communication between customer 

and supplier or rather manufacture. As shown different aspects and points have to 

be considered to ensure an accurate information flow for manufacturing 

customised garments.  

Since a mass customisation production is the production of goods, which have 

changing qualities, the architecture of the production as well as its planning and 

control process should have features such as flexibility, modifiability, agility, 

adaptability and extensibility. Thereby the challenge for production planning is to 

manage the increase of variety due to an exponential growth of complexity and 

exacerbating difficulties in the coordination of product life cycles (Tseng & Jiao, 

2001). Modern technologies such as for instance CNC machines or MRP systems 

enable large as well as small and medium sized enterprises to manage the specific 

information linked to each product and its production. A further beneficial 

strategy for managing such a complex operational performance is modularity. 

This operation management tools is used within the product design “by mapping 

specific functional requirements to specific product components, facilitates design 

activities” (Salvadora, Forzab, & Rungtusanathama, 2002). 
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 4 Case Study: SOMconcept 

In this chapter a case study will be shown. The case is based on the expansion of 

SOMconcept’s production. In the last year the production took place directly in 

the retail store of the label. But since the company’s concept went through an 

alteration, the production will be in a room with a size of 32m2, outside of 

Stockholm’s city centre. So it is worthwhile to mention that this case study is 

undertaken in a quite small enterprise (see chapter 1).  

The chosen approach of mass customisation is in this case a cosmetic 

customisation, which implies that the products can be offered differently to each 

customer but without a change in its functionality. As already mentioned, 

SOMconcept offers standard products like jeans, chinos and slacks as well as 

accessories, which can be individually changed by the customer. Thereby the 

fabric and threads will be determined by the customer as will the trimming be 

adjusted to the customer’s wish. In accordance with section 3.4.5 this could be 

either a Fabrication customisation point (FBCP) or Fit customisation point 

(FTCP), which affects the production process. 
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 4.1 Materials and Products 

Table 1 Products and material 

 

As shown in table 1 Products and Materials, the former individual designable 

product range will be expanded from jeans and chinos to jeans, chinos, slacks and 

leather accessories like iPod-, iPad- and card cases as well as belts. For the jeans a 

common jeans fabric in various colours will be used. The usual colours of jeans 

fabric are all kinds of blue and black with shades of grey. The stiffness of the 

common jeans is quite stiff and thick. Therefore it becomes very hard to pierce 

with an ordinary needle and with an ordinary machine. An industrial leather-

machine with a high penetration power is needed. Slacks and chinos are usual 

made of cotton or cotton-mixed fabrics in various colours. These materials are 
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stiff but not so thick a common double lock-stitch machine cannot be used. For 

the leather accessories as well as for the belt different kinds of leather will be 

used. For a belt stiff tanned and thick leather, usual from a cow, will be used. For 

iPod- or iPad- cases softer split leather should be used. 

 4.2 Machines and materials 

Through the different characteristics of the used fabrics and materials different 

kinds of machines are necessary.  

Table 2 Machines and products 

 

Even though denim is a relatively thick fabric one or two layers could be sewn 

with a common double lock stitch (DLS) machine. Through the soft, smooth and 

dry surface of the cotton fabric no special feed, like alternate upper and lower feed 

is absolutely necessary. The open edges can also be stitched with a regular 

overlock machine as well as buttonholes, which can be sewn with a usual 

buttonhole or even with a household machine. Due to triple or quadruple the 

layers, a normal DLS will not be able to pierce for example a leg hem or a 

crossing point with more than three layers. Here an effective machine like a 

leather lock stitch machine with more piercing power than an ordinary DLS is 

necessary. The buttons and rivets have to be attached with an automatic or manual 

punch press or punch machine. 

The generally used fabric for chinos and slacks are thin cotton fabrics. For 

manufacturing a DLS can be used for all seams. Also the open edges can be 

sewed with a regular overlock machine as well as buttonholes, which can be sewn 

with a usual buttonhole or even with a household machine. Problems can occur 

when attaching belt loops or tacking the zipper. Here a leather DLS or automatic 

bartacker should be used. Furthermore for open edges an overlock machine is 

necessary.  
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To attach rivets or button an automatic or manual punch press or machine should 

be used. For all seat seams of the trousers a single or double threat chain stitch 

machine is necessary.  

Considering the leather accessories and leather belts it depends on the thickness 

and the kind of surface of the leather. Thin, soft and dry leather can be sewn with 

a DLS with an ordinary plain feed. Average leather is wet and does not slip as 

easy over the stitching plate as dry leather. Therefore a leather machine with 

alternate upper and lower feed or alternate upper and lower feed with needle 

movement is required. For fixing belt buckle or attaching rivets an automatic or 

manual punch press or machine has to be used. To engrave the SOMconcept label 

or initials of the customer, a hot stamp coder can be used. For additional design, 

special stitching machines are possible. An iron station with steam and vacuum 

device is necessary for all materials and products. 

 4.3 Machines, cost and dimensions 

All costs were determined from different websites that compare prices and 

suppliers. The prices can differ from supplier to supplier and are noncommittal. 

Further the machines are representing examples of the kind of specific machinery 

that is needed in this case. They do not have to be used necessarily. 

 4.3.1 Basic required machines 

The following machines are those that are necessarily used to produce cloth. With 

the use of them the basic steps of producing trousers and leather accessories can 

be made. 

The basic machines to produce are: 

 - Double lock stitch (ZOJE ZJ-8700) 

This machine creates a simple double lock 

stitch for joining two or more layers of 

fabric. The thicker the fabric and the more 

layers, the harder it becomes for the 

machine to create the power to stitch 

through. To support a good stitch 

formation the fitting needle is very 

important.  

 

 

Fig 13 ZOJE ZJ-8700 
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 - Double lock stitch Leather machine (JUKI 
DU1181S) 

For leather and similar thick and hard 

fabrics, like for example three layers of 

denim this machine is necessary. It has a 

strong motor and a lot of power. To 

support a good stitch formation the fitting 

needle is very important. 

 

 

 - Chain stitch (Siruba FA007-248) 

The seat seam has to be elastic; a common 

double lock stitch cannot be used. Here a 

single or double chain stitch is necessary 

to ensure elasticity. 

 

 

 - Overlock (JUKI 6716) 

Open edges can be serged with a regular 

overlock machine. Also elastic seams can 

be sewn with it.  

 

 

 - Ironing (Domostir 3000 with Faber 1231) 

An iron station with steam and vacuum 

device is necessary for all materials and 

products. Not only to flatten wrinkles or 

preparing fabric but also to stretch thin 

leather or fixing non-woven material 

reinforcements on different fabrics.  

 

 

 - Buttonhole (Pfaff 3119) 

To ensure a high quality buttonhole that is 

long lasting, even it is the most used part 

of a trouser a special machine is essential. 

Here it is important to have a quick change 

between different types of buttonholes. 

 

Fig 14 JUKI DU 1181S 

Fig 15 Siruba FA007-248 

Fig 16 JUKI 6716 

Fig 17 Domostir 3000 with 

Faber 1231 

Fig 18 Pfaff 3119 
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 - Cutting table (Hoogs-sectional assembly) 

As leather should be stored lying or 

hanging, it is necessary to have the fitting 

place. So a cutting table with pull-out 

shelves for leather storage is essential to 

cut fabric and leather. To save space these 

two necessary items can be combined into 

a cutting table with pullout shelves for 

leather storage. 

 

As can be seen in table 3 the sizes of the machines for the basic set-up that is 

necessary are nearly all the same size; except the ironing table with water 

container and steam producer.  

Table 3Measurement and costs for basic machines 

 
Measurements in mm 

Acquisitions 
costs 

Machine Height Width Breadth Average 
Double lock stitch 
(preisvergleich.de, 

2012) 
1100 500 1005 ~ 500,00 € 

Leather 
(preisvergleich.de, 

2012) 
1100 500 1005 ~ 1.600,00 € 

Chain stitch 
(preisvergleich.de, 

2012) 
1100 500 1005 ~ 1.500,00 € 

Overlock 
(preisvergleich.de, 

2012) 
1100 500 1005 ~ 1.200€ 

Ironing (Iron, 
2012) 

135 38 88 ~1.400€ 

Buttonhole (WDN 
GmbH , 2012) 

1100 500 1005 ~ 15.800€ 

Leather storage 

under cutting table 

on pull-out shelves 

(Hoogs, 2012) 

850 2000 1700 ~1.000 € 

  

Fig 19 HOOGS 
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 4.3.2 High-tech equipment 

Additional machines for a high use of special machines to simplify different 

production steps for producing trousers and leather accessories: 

 - Button and rivets (Sieck Typ FL 600) 

With this pneumatic setting machine 

rivets, buttons and eyelets can be attached 

easily and exactly without any risk of 

perforating the fabric. 

 

 - Automatic Bartacker (Dürkopp-Adler 511-
211) 

This machine can be programmed with 

50different tacking for attaching belt loops 

and accessories like bands or other fabric 

decoration. It can also be used to fix 

pocket openings or zipper ends.  

 

 - Fabric Storage (Eastman Multi-Roll-
Carousel): 

For a space saving and an easy-access 

storage, a vertical shelf with an automatic 

multi-roll-carousel is used. Through this 

kind of shelf less space can be used and 

with the possible height of four meter a lot 

of fabric rolls can be stored. Through the 

vertical rotating of the rolls a fast and easy 

access is guaranteed.  

 

 - Punch press/machine (LS-5000TY): 

To engrave the company’s logo or the 

initials of the customer on leather or cotton 

fabric this continuous working punch 

machine will be used. 

 

 

 

Fig 22 Eastmann Multi-Roll-

Carousel 

Fig 20 Sieck Typ FL 600 

Fig 21 Dürkopp-Adler 511-

211 

Fig 23 LS-5000TY 
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Table 4 Measurement and costs for high-tech machines 

 
Measurements in mm 

Acquisitions 
costs 

Machine Height Width Breadth Average 

Buttons and rivets 
(Sieck, 2012) 

 
400 300 200 ~ 950 € 

Bartacker 
(Duerkopp-Adler, 

2012) 
1100 500 1005 

No info 
available 

Fabric storage on 
automatic multi-

roll-carousel 
(Eastman, 2012) 

3000-7300 Max. 914 Max. 4500 ~4.000 € 

Punch 
press/machine 

(made-in-
china.com, 2012) 

1900 1700 1000 ~2.500€ 

 

 4.3.3 Less use of special machines 

Additional machines for production with a few special machines that will be used 

relatively often, but not constantly, to simplify some productions steps for 

producing trousers and leather accessories:  

 - Buttons and Rivets (BERNING + SÖHNE 
AZ/P160) 

With this pneumatic setting machine, rivets, 

buttons and eyelets can be attached easily 

and exactly without any risk of perforating 

the fabric. 

 

 - Bartacker (Dürkopp-Adler 511-211): 

This machine can be programmed with 

50different tacking for attaching belt loops 

and accessories like bands or other fabric 

decoration. It can also be used to fix pocket 

openings or zipper ends. 

 

Fig 24 Berning + Söhne 

AZ/P160 

Fig 25 Dürkopp-Adler 

511-211 
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 - Fabric Storage (Eastman A-Frame-Roll-
Rack) 

“The A-Frame manual feeder is an 

economical solution for trouble free 

spreading of different fabrics. The standard 

78 in. wide model is fully portable with a 

total weight capacity of 2,000 lbs. (1,000lbs. 

/ 453kg per side)“ (eastman, 2012). The rolls 

on the sides can rotate so it is not necessary 

to put a roll down to cut the needed patterns. 

 

 - Punch press/machine 

To engrave the company’s logo or the 

initials of the customer on leather or cotton 

fabric this continuous working punch 

machine will be used. 

 

 

Table 5 Measurement and costs for less special machines 

 Measurements in mm 
Acquisitions 

costs 

Machine  Height  Width Breadth  Average 

Buttons and rivets 
(Sieck, 2012) 

400 300 200 ~ 750 € 

Bartacker 
(Duerkopp-Adler, 

2012) 
1100 500 1005 

No info 
available 

Fabric storage on 
A-Frame-Roller-
Rack (Eastman, 

2012) 

~2000 410 ~2000 
No info 
available 

Leather storage 
under cutting 

table on pull-out 
shelves 

850 2000 1700 ~1.000€ 

Punch 
press/machine 
(alibaba, 2012) 

440 360 260 ~1.000€ 

 

Fig 26 A-Frame-Roll-Rack 

Fig 27 Punch press/machine 
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 4.3.4 Low use of special machines 

In this section a production set- up with as few advanced machines as possible is 

presented. Here most of the supporting production steps have to be made through 

manpower.  

 - Button and rivets (Manual screw press) 

With this cast-iron manual screw press, 

buttons, eyelets and rivets can be 

attached. Also decorative stones and 

similar items can be easily added on the 

product. 

 

 - Fabric storage 

The fabric rolls lean in a massive 

steel frame. Through sidewise 

stanchions the rolls stand safe. To cut 

patterns every fabric roll has to be lift 

up and put on the cutting table. 

 

 

Table 6 Measurement and costs for low use of special machines 

 
Measurements in mm 

Acquisitions 
costs 

Machine Height  Width Breadth  Average 

Buttons and rivets 
(Amazon, 2012) 

400 300 200 ~630 € 

Fabric storage 
(Tixit- 

Maschinen, 2012) 
3840 865 2500 ~1.799 € 

Leather storage 
under cutting 

table on pull-out 
shelves (Hoogs, 

2012) 

850 2000 1700 ~1.000€ 

  

Fig 28 Manual screw press 

Fig 29 Fabric storage 
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 4.4 Production Set- ups 

In the following chapter respectively for every specified type of set-up one 

possible machine-layout will be shown and described. The machines are drawn as 

squares and not as they appear in reality. On the drawing no windows are marked. 

The doors are marked as red squares with the writing doors in them. All machines 

and tables are also named as well as the chairs. 

Each class of machine has its own colour:  

Plotter   � Orange 

Sewing machines � Ochre 

Shelves � Green 

Printer with PC  � Dark blue 

Punch press/machine � Blue 

Cutting table � Light blue 

Ironing � Violet 

Fabric storage   � Black 

The set- ups in figure 31, 33, 35 and 37 are on the scale of 1:33,33 cm.  

 4.4.1 High use of special machines 

Through the high use of special machines for nearly every single production step 

the term of mass in mass customisation is guaranteed. The machines simplify 

single steps in a way that regular machines, like e.g. DLS for fabric or leather do 

not have to be converted for different parts of the production. The continuous 

production flow will not be interrupted and thus the workers do not have to wait 

to be able to use a specific machine to fulfil or finish their work. Additionally as 

every special machine is made to do a specific design step, the quality of this step 

can be guaranteed and thus assures the quality aspect in the term of customisation. 

 4.4.1.1 Characteristic 

With the chosen machines in the example shown in figure 31 high numbers of 

products can be produced in a steady way.  

For example the punch press/machine: it is possible to produce constantly, since it 

has a feeding band to transport the goods uninterrupted. With this technique high 

numbers of pieces can be stamped. The only interruption is when the stamp has to 

be changed or the machine has to be programmed newly.  
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The Multi-Roll-Carousel enables quick response on changing orders. Through the 

use of this, the production preparing step of cutting can be done fast and with less 

disturbance since the needed fabric can be chosen and accessed fast. Also the 

changing of used up roles can be done quickly and with a low use of time.  

 4.4.1.2 Production flow 

The production flow (as seen in figure 30) starts at the information desk, with a 

PC and printer (1). Here the orders come in and can be printed. If necessary the 

required patterns can be printed with the plotter (2) otherwise it will be passed to 

the preparation area (3). According the printed order and the patterns, the parts 

will be cut on the cutting table (3). Afterwards it can be directly handed over to 

the manufacturing /production area (5) or be first stamped on the punch 

press/machine (4). In the manufacturing/production area (5) the products will be 

joined together through sewing. In this area the product will be completed as far 

as possible. After pre-finishing in the manufacturing/production area (5) the goods 

are passed to the finishing area (6) where buttonholes, buttons, rivets and other 

accessories will be attached. Here the end-quality of the goods can be checked. 

This area also could include a packaging point for invoicing and shipment. 

 

Fig 30 Production flow for set-up with high use of special machines 
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Fig 31 Set-up for high use of special machines
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 4.4.2 Less use of special machines 

Through the use of special machines a lot of steps can be simplified and 

completed faster. Also some steps can be deleted and therefore two steps can be 

done as one: For example using a safety-stitch machine instead of an overlock and 

a chain stitch machine. After some small adjustments or an automatic switch-off-

able 4th and 5th needle, the safety-stitch-machine can also be used as a regular 

overlock. This takes time but still the term of mass customisation can be fulfilled 

in the terms of speed. Also the quality of every product can be guaranteed through 

the still used special machines; even if the number of products to produce is very 

high and has to be done quickly. Another point is the special trained staff to 

handle some special machines and the required security installations to protect the 

workers around the machines. For example using an easy moveable A-Frame-

Roll-Rack instead of a Multi-Roll-Carousel that is driven with electricity where 

people have to undertake a training to be allowed to handle it. 

 4.4.2.1 Characteristic 

With the chosen machines in the example shown in figure 33 high numbers of 

different products can be produced. Even some machines compared to the 

example in Fig. 31 are missing or changed in size and level of automation, with 

this machine-set-up the characters of mass customisation can still be easily 

fulfilled.  

For example the machine to adjust and implement buttons, rivets and eyelets in 

and on products is still pneumatic driven, but it is smaller and with less functions 

also. So still the production step can be done quick and without any risk of 

punching through the material and destroying it.  

Also the punch press/machine is smaller and the operation of stamping is not 

going on when pushing a button, but through pulling a lever. Even though a 

constant feeding production on this machine is not possible the reachable number 

of pieces is still high. 
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 4.4.2.2 Production flow 

The production flow (as seen in figure 32) starts at the information desk, with a 

PC and printer (1). Here the orders come in and can be printed. If necessary also 

the required patterns can be printed with the plotter (2) otherwise it will be passed 

to the preparation area (3). According the printed order and the patterns the parts 

will be cut on the cutting table (3). Afterwards it can be directly handed over to 

the manufacturing/production area (5) or be first stamped on the punch 

press/machine (4). After pre-finishing in the manufacturing/production area (5) 

the good is passed to the finishing area (6) where buttons, rivets and other 

accessories will be attached. Here the quality of the goods can be checked. This 

area could include a packaging point for invoicing and shipment. 

 

 

1 

 

6 

 5 

 6 

 

2 

 
3 

4  

Fig 32 Production flow for set-up with less use of special machines 
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Fig 33 Set-up with less use of special machines
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 4.4.3 Low use of special machines 

Less or nearly no use of special machines to fulfil single steps of a production 

makes it difficult to produce a high number of products in a short time. So it will 

be hard to reach the volume efficiency of mass customisation. But through the 

lack of space in the production room it is necessary to focus on the most important 

machines and figure out which machines are really necessary. Also the expected 

number of products lies in a range in which an extraordinary number of special 

machines are not needed to produce high quality products in the given time. For 

all used machines no special trained staff is needed. So the risk of accidents 

through wrong handling special machines is significantly lowered. Injuries 

through narrow gangways between the machines are also eliminated. Additional 

less machines use less energy and through this the production can be more 

sustainable in the terms of saving energy.  

 4.4.3.1 Characteristic 

With the chosen machines in the example shown in figure 35 all products of the 

assortment can be produced in high quality and in an acceptable range of time. 

Through the missing punch press/machine the logo or emblems have to be 

stamped on the material somewhere else, for example at an external supplier or 

this kind of individual design is just not available.  

The machine to adjust or implement buttons, rivets and eyelets is only working 

with manpower. Through this there is a small risk to destroy or damage the 

finished product through too much power. If the screw of the screw press is turned 

too much, the tools in which the buttons, rivets or eyelets are infixed can punch 

through the material. 

To cut required patterns every fabric roll has to be carried by hand from the static, 

vertical fabric storage. It also has to be brought back. This takes time and can be 

exhausting for the staff.  
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 4.4.3.2 Production flow 

The Production flow (as seen in Fig. 34) starts at the information desk, with a PC 

and printer (1). Here the orders come in and can be printed. If necessary the 

required patterns can be printed with the plotter (2) otherwise it will be passed to 

the preparation area (3). According the printed order and the patterns the parts will 

be cut on the cutting table (3). Because of the static fabric storage every fabric roll 

has to be brought to the cutting table by manpower. To avoid unnecessary actions, 

orders for one fabric should be collected and sorted more carefully. After cutting 

it can directly be handed over to the manufacturing/production area (4). After pre-

finishing in the manufacturing/production area (4) the goods are passed to the 

finishing area (5) where buttons, rivets and other accessories will be attached. 

Here the quality of the good can be checked. This area could include a packaging 

point for invoicing and shipment. 

 

Fig 34 Production flow for set-up with low use of special machines
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Fig 35 Set-up for low use of special machines
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 4.4.4 Suggested Set-Up 

The possible set-ups as already shown in section 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 present 

respectively just one possibility with a certain choice of grade of use of special 

machines. To guarantee a fast and high-quality production the optimal mix of 

special and basic machines is needed to fulfil the terms of mass customisation. 

Even if it is possible to do so, some steps with basic machines like DLS for fabric 

or leather, through special machines single steps of the production process can be 

simplified and speeded up. A well thought through set-up enables the workers to 

change working stations in order to proceed in the working process quickly and 

safely. Additionally the workers do not have to go long distances to fulfil the next 

production step. The level of automation is high enough to provide a continuous 

production flow. 

 4.4.4.1 Characteristic 

With the chosen machines in the example shown in figure 37 mass customisation 

can be performed easily. The combination of basic machines and special machines 

and their level of automation and respective level of manageability make it 

possible to produce in a limited range in the terms of mass customisation. With 

the given size of the room where the production should take place, the suggested 

set-up offers the best possible production flow with as much basic and special 

machines and storage areas as necessary. In the case of extraordinary high 

numbers of orders it is possible to place one or even two additional basic-sewing 

machines. Although the number of order can be fulfilled, the security and scope of 

operation cannot be guaranteed anymore. 
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 4.4.4.2 Production flow 

The Production flow (as seen in Fig. 36) starts at the information desk, with a PC 

and printer (1). Here the orders come in and can be printed. If necessary the 

required patterns could be printed with the plotter (2) otherwise it will be passed 

to the preparation area (3). According the printed order and the patterns the parts 

will be cut on the cutting table (3). Afterwards it can be directly handed over to 

the manufacturing /production area (5) or be firsts tamped on the manual punch 

press/machine (4). In the manufacturing/production area (5) the products will be 

joined together through sewing. In this area the product will be completed as far 

as possible. After pre-finishing in the manufacturing/production area (5) the goods 

are passed to the finishing area (6) where buttonholes, buttons, rivets and other 

accessories will be attached with the manual screw press as seen in the set up with 

low range special machines. Thereby the end-quality of the good can be checked. 

This could include a packaging point for invoicing and shipment. 

 

 

Fig 36 Production flow for set-up with suggested use of special machines
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Fig 37 Set-up with suggested use of special machines
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 4.5 Cost analysis 

The following cost analysis shows a possible cost- efficiency only for the suggested 

machines for the different designed set-ups and the salary of the recommended type and 

number of workers. It was only created to simplify and clarify the answer to the 

research question or rather the sub questions and to give a slight overview and direction 

in what minimal cost range an implementation of mass customisation under the given 

circumstances can take place. For this no interest rate, deprecation or other variable cost 

are included. 

To get the costs for the chosen machines producer were contacted. But final prices are 

only hand out to actual business´s requests. Therefore the possible costs were detected 

through online research. Through an educated guess an average of costs could be 

ascertained. For the shown cost analysis of every machine a source with an average cost 

offer was chosen (see Appendix). 

The fixed costs such as rent, energy and water as well as other costs for other employees 

[the assuming salary was collected of a German website for job salaries (berufe.de, 

2012)] in a shop, rent for a shop or separate office or any other cost were not 

considered.  

Also the income was only calculated for the individual designable products without 

material or acquisition costs. The calculated cost does not include finished products that 

are bought, lightly redesigned and then sold. The result is an approximate value. The 

following tables will attempt to give an overview of what minimum range of products 

has to be sold to cover the acquisition costs of the suggested machines for the different 

setups with the recommended number and type of specialist workers in a time period of 

four years. 

The average number of sales is only a theoretical number that refers to an average price 

per item of 84,44 €. It is not a real number, but a point of reference. It is only valid in 

context with the assumed machines, set-ups and proposed workers. For the set-up with a 

highest number of special machines the minimum annual number of sold items must be 

1454 pieces until the costs are balanced. 5817 pieces should be sold in the time of four 

years to cover the acquisition costs and the incurred cost of specified salary during that 

time. 
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Table 7 Cost-efficiency for set-up with high use of special machines 

Cost- efficiency after 4 years 
cost  4 years per year 

Machines 38.950,00 €  9.737,50 €  
salary (Berufe.de, 
2012) 452.304,00 €  113.076,00 €  

Σ 491.254,00 €  122.813,50 €  

average price of item 84,44 €  
number of items that have to be sold in 

  4 years per year 

  5817 1454 
 

For the set-up with a lower number of special machines the minimum annual number of 

sold items is 1437 pieces until the costs are balanced. To cover the acquisition costs and 

the incurred cost of specified salary during the time of four years, a minimum of 5750 

pieces should be sold. 

 

Table 8 Cost-efficiency for set-up with less use of special machines 

Cost- efficiency after 4 years 

cost  4 years per year 
Machines 33.250,00 €  8.312,50 €  
Salary 
(Berufe.de, 2012) 452.304,00 €  113.076,00 €  

Σ 485.554,00 €  121.388,50 €  

average price of item 84,44 €  
number of items that have to be sold in 

  4 years per year 

  5750 1437 
 

The minimum annual number of sold items is approximately 1425 pieces until the costs 

for the set-up with the lowest number of special machines are balanced. Around 5699 

pieces should be sold in the time of four years to cover the acquisition costs and the 

incurred cost of specified salary during that time. 
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Table 9 Cost-efficiency for set-up with low use of special machines 

Cost- efficiency after 4 years 
cost  4 years per year 

Machines 28.925,24 €  7.231,31 €  
Salary 
(Berufe.de, 2012) 452.304,00 €  113.076,00 €  
Σ 481.229,24 €  120.307,31 €  

average price of item 84,44 €  
number of items that have to be sold in 

  4 years per year 
  5699 1425 

 

For the combined set-up with the suggested number of special machines the minimum 

annual number of sold items is 1422 pieces until the costs are balanced. 5689 pieces 

have to be sold in the time of four years to cover the acquisition costs and the incurred 

cost of specified salary during that time. 

 

Table 10 Cost-efficiency for set-up with suggested range of special machines 

Cost- efficiency after 4 years 

cost  4 years per year 
Machines 28.126,24 €  7.031,56 €  
Salary 
(Berufe.de, 2012) 452.304,00 €  113.076,00 €  

Σ 480.430,24 €  120.107,56 €  

Average price of item   84,44 €  
number of items that have to be sold in 

  4 years per year 

  5689 1422 
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 4.6 General additional production suggestions 

To avoid accidents the distance to walk between the machines should not be less than 

60,0 cm. Also the space for moving should be considered. Especially on the punch 

press/machine the possibility to pass safely has to be considered, as higher power is 

used in this process. 

Disturbance through people passing by outside the windows can be prevented through 

blinds or stickers on the windows. Some plants or flowers can also be used to exhilarate 

the atmosphere. But it has to be made sure that still enough natural light can come in. 

Additionally it is a requirement to install good and bright light on every working place 

to illuminate it effectively. Here attention to the individual eyesight and working habits 

have to be paid, so the brightness of the light has to be changeable. 

To support a good production flow it has to be guaranteed that enough materials are 

always available at all times. Through an ERP-system that includes storage, like fabric, 

needles and threats and machine data, like maintenance and repair, a good overview can 

be gained over the direct production and storage. This system should also be aligned 

with other internal programmes like design programmes and accountancy programmes 

to have a smooth and secure operating system. 

 4.7 Additional suggested equipment 

Because the production place is relatively small no separate industrial CNC-cutter 

(Computer Numeric Control) can be implemented in the production set-up, as even the 

smallest table would be too big. With such a CNC-cutting-table the required patterns 

could have been sent from the design-programme directly to the cutting table. After 

putting on the needed fabric the individual patterns would have been cut without any 

additional use of paper patterns. Instead a plotter and a usual cutting table with storage 

and pullout shelves underneath were chosen. With the plotter the new patterns can be 

printed on paper and then cut out on the fabric. This takes a lot of time, paper and ink. 

To avoid this high waste of paper, ink, energy and time a laser-pointer could be installed 

above the cutting table. With this laser the individual pattern can project directly on the 

fabric. With this technology a lot of money could be saved. Unfortunately this kind of 

pattern cutting technology is currently only available for aircraft industry and therefore 

expensive and hard to get. 
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 5 Analysis 

As shown in the previous chapters a lot of different aspects have to be considered when 

planning and implementing a mass customisation production. Besides the needed or 

given space for machines, the expected number of products has to be counted in the 

selection and planning processes. So it might be that the selected machines are highly 

special machines that enable a fast and secure production flow, but the required space to 

place those machines does not exist. Additionally the existing ERP- and design-systems 

are contingently not compatible with the programmes of the machines. On the other 

hand it could be the exact opposite and enough space for a high number of special 

machines is available, but there is no need for such capacity since the expected range of 

orders would not give a good return on investment.  

As mentioned in section 3.2.2 commercial ERP- systems are available for low costs, 

hence they can be affordable for SMEs by now. In the case of SOMconcept the authors 

suggest a small but advanced ERP-system that is aligned to its specific production flow. 

Since SOMconcept applies a cosmetic customisation approach, it is important that the 

given information of each individual customer order is received accurate at the 

production place. Here the fabric, threads, rivets, buttons, eyelets and any other closable 

accessories have to be administrated exactly. A smaller version of an ERP-system 

includes basic programmes like PPC, Controlling/MIS, FAD, property accounting, cost 

calculation and HRM (see figure 3) in a relatively simple way, easy to understand and 

to handle. Through this system most working steps for administrative tasks will be safe 

and quick to fulfil. The programme does not have to be completely compatible with all 

machines because there are not that many machines that are adaptable to external 

programmes.  

In section 4.4 different possible set-ups are shown. The basic size for the designed 

suggestions is the size of the given production place, the type of production mass 

customisation and the kind of products (trousers and leather accessories) that will be 

produced. To give an overview of different possible levels of the use of special 

machines, three levels were defined and according to that the selection of machines took 

place. So in section 4.4.1 the process of choosing the punch press/machine in order to 

stamp the SOMconcept logo or others emblems in leather or thicker jeans fabric was 

orientated on a continuous production with a high number of orders and products. 

Multi-roll-carousel shelves are made to store a defined high number of rolls of fabric or 

other materials in a vertical area. Therefore less space for storage is needed. Another 

characteristic of this shelf is that it provides an easy, quick and safe access on every 

specific needed roll. Also the chosen machine that insert eyelets, buttons and rivets 
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follows the idea of a mass production, as well as the choice to use a bar tacking and a 

programmable buttonhole machine beside the regular DLSs, chain stitch and overlock 

machine. The implemented tables and shelves give enough space to store everything 

necessary for the production and finishing of every product. Especially the pullout 

shelves for the leather storage under the cutting table save a lot of space. Furthermore 

leather should be stored flat to avoid permanent wrinkles. The only disadvantage is the 

needed space to pull the shelves out, but still less space is wasted compared to having a 

whole freestanding shelf. 

Denim and leather are relatively thick fabrics so it would be very exhausting and 

ergonomically unhealthy to not use electronic cutting equipment. For an easy access and 

safe storage this cutting tools should hang down from the ceiling and the string should 

be long enough to reach every edge of the cutting table. More than one tool would make 

the work even easier.  

Hence, for this set-up the authors suggest a well through thought ERP-system that 

combines all separate internal systems and which is compatible with external systems, 

too. Through such a system it is easier to have an overview on the current stock of 

materials, orders, load factor and staff availability. Due to its compatibility, new 

systems can be easily implemented without disturbing the production flow. If necessary 

the system can be connected with the multi-roll carousel to calculate current quantity of 

fabric. Measuring the numbers of turns of fabric on a roll connected with a simple 

algorithm leads to a quite exact uptake rate of fabric. When a roll of fabric has almost 

run out it can be reordered in time to avoid delays in production.  

This kind of set-up is the most expensive model. But through the level of high 

technology a lot of money can be saved through the fast and save production flow. The 

acquisition costs may lay around 38.950,00€. After four years the cost of machineries 

and employees could be covered by a minimum of 5817sold pieces. Taking into account 

other costs like energy, rent, acquiring an ERP-system and extraordinary costs the 

possible minimum number of items that should be sold might be higher.  

The suggested production set-up in section 4.4.2 shows another possibility for an 

arrangement of different machines. In this case less high- tech is used, but still a high 

number of products high numbers of products can be fabricated. Indeed this assumes 

good skills and experiences of the workers in sewing and finishing a whole garment, as 

well as the knowledge of how to handle the different machines. Due to the lower 

possible quantity an A-Frame-Roll-Rack for fabric storage was chosen. This roll-rack 

can be moved flexible and up to 10 rolls of fabric can be stored. Due to its special 

construction it is easy to handle and it enables a quick and safe access to the fabric but 

not as quick as on a multi-roll-carousel. For the leather storage pullout shelves under the 
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cutting table were chosen to provide a fast access. Electronic cutting tools simplify the 

cutting processing in the manner of speed and ergonomics. 

The punch press/machine as the A-Frame-Roll-Rack are not made for a high volume or 

a fast continuous production. For stamping a product, the feeding has to be made by 

hand just as the release of the machine. The advantage here is that the possible wastage 

might be lower because of a slower and more exact working operation as it applies to 

the pneumatic machines to insert buttons, rivets and eyelets. Potential wastage through 

the possibility to punch through the item instead of the fabric or leather is reduced due 

to the adjustable press-height. Additionally small items such as buttons, eyelets and 

rivets can be reached easily from a shelf above the machine for a good production flow. 

Therefore the feasible number of products, that have to be stamped, is relatively low. 

All in all a high quantity of products can be still produced with the machines that are 

basically needed for the production, like DLS for leather and thin fabric, chain 

stitch/overlock, buttonhole and a bar tacking machine. For this set-up the first suggested 

smaller version of an ERP-System would fulfil all needs and demands.  

This kind of set-up is less expensive than the set-up with a high use of special machines. 

But still a fast and safe production flow is possible through the chosen range of special 

machines. The acquisition costs may be around 33.250,00€. To be cost efficient a 

minimum of approximately 5750 pieces should be sold within four years. This means 

that around 1437 pieces with an average price of 84,44€ for each item have to be sold 

yearly to cover the acquisition and salary costs for four employees. Considering other 

costs like rent, energy, acquiring an ERP-system and extraordinary costs the possible 

minimum number of sold items might be higher. 

In section 4.4.3 the authors designed a set-up with as few special machines as possible 

to produce trousers and leather accessories. Here the fabric storage is a static metal 

frame where the fabric rolls lean in. To cut patterns the cutter has to take the needed roll 

of fabric and then carry it to the table. There it has to be uncoiled before the pattern can 

be cut. After the cutting process the fabric has to be brought back. Therefore it is 

necessary to collect orders with the same fabric to save time in the preparation of the 

cutting process. This leads to a slow production flow in which only a small number of 

products can be produced. According to this fact all other machines were chosen. The 

machine for the buttons, eyelets and rivets is a manual screw press that only works by 

manpower. Here the risk to punch through the fabric by too much power is relatively 

high. It can also happen that the attached item is too loose and consequently falls off 

after a short time due to weak power of insertion. The assortment of machines that are 

basically used to produce trousers and leather accessories were also reduced to a 

minimum so that for example the tacking has to be made with a normal DLS instead of 

a bar tacking machine. Because of the number and type of machines the entire set-up 
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cannot be used for a mass production but for a customised production. Still the first 

suggested smaller version of an ERP-system would fulfil all demands. 

A low use of special machines effect a low range of acquisition costs. In this case the 

estimated costs are around 28.925,00€. The minimum number of sales per year needed 

to cover the acquisition costs and salary for four employees is around 1425 pieces with 

an average price of 84,44€. Considering other costs such as rent, energy, acquiring an 

ERP-system and extraordinary costs the possible minimum number of items that have to 

be sold might be higher. 

As a result of the analysis for all different production set- up levels a fourth solution is 

developed, namely the suggested set- up version (see figure 37). According to the 

authors’ opinion it ensures the best combination of all machines and levels of high- 

tech. Here an A-Frame-Roll-Rack was chosen for the fabric storage. Thus a fast access 

to the fabric is guaranteed. According to this the rest of the production can take place 

quickly and continuously. With the already mentioned electronic cutting tools it would 

go even faster. For stamping of the SOMconcept logo or others emblems the manual 

driven punch press/machine was chosen. It is small and can be moved easily, which is a 

beneficial characteristic for such a small and flexible production. Furthermore the 

expected numbers of products that have to be stamped are not high enough to use a 

continuous running punch press/machine. To insert rivets, buttons and eyelets the 

manual screw press is chosen. Even if it has some disadvantages, it meets the 

requirements. Since tacking is usually a time costing procedure, the bar tacking machine 

is implemented in this set-up. In the first section of this chapter, the described smaller 

version of an ERP-system would perfectly meet all requirements for such a small 

producer. By a well thought out and expandable ERP-system other programmes can be 

implemented and aligned without high additional costs.  
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 6 Discussion 

Mass customisation starts to become more attractive to consumers as well as producer 

due to social and technological developments as shown in section 3.4. Thus 

SOMconcept might benefit from this development and has a potential to grow in the 

future since it is offering customised fashionable clothes. The advantage of a local 

production place simplifies the process of mass customisation due to an easier 

controlled logistics. Since the production plant is owned by SOMconcept, the 

information and material flow, as well as the controlling of processes can be done 

internal and without any intermediaries. Furthermore the products can be delivered 

quickly and even small changes of an order do not constitute major difficulties.  

The production set-up with the highest use of special machines can be called a set-up 

for mass customisation in both terms - mass and customisation since the production 

could be volume efficient, but at the same time customised goods could be 

manufactured. SOMconcept is still growing and expanding but the authors believe that 

the current production does not fulfil all terms of mass customisation, but more the 

terms of a high class or as they call it ‘untraditional tailoring’. But as mention in section 

3.4.1 there are different faces of mass customisation and points of impact that 

SOMconcept could have on a production. In this case study the cosmetic customisation 

is applied. It is a beneficial approach for a SME to realize mass customisation in their 

business operations since its implementation is less complex. Another approach that 

could be advantageous for a smaller fabrication of mass customised products is the 

transparent approach. Whereas the adaptive and collaborative faces of mass 

customisation induce a higher level of complexity and thus a bigger impact on the 

production process. That means it would need a high number of produced items to be an 

efficient strategy of business operation.  

Even if it is possible to develop a production set-up for mass customised goods for SME 

it depends on the production batch. A result of this study is that if the batch size is too 

low the efficiency of the production could be questionable. Furthermore the boundaries 

between tailor- made customisation and mass customisation becomes imprecise through 

a decreasing number of quantities. 

For small companies such as SOMconcept, a production for mass customised goods can 

be developed in different variations. Besides the batch size, it is worth mentioning that 

such a production should be implemented as a long- term project. Hence the adaption of 

operational business process to mass customisation needs to take its time. Focusing on 

the production process this means the implementation of latest technology and the 

modularisation of manufacturing structure should be integrated. The result of the 
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production set- up analysis illustrates the significance of a modular system. Thereby the 

interaction between different components, such as the match of suitable machineries, 

creates an agile and flexible respond to the complexity of mass customisation 

production requirements. Moreover this set- up architecture proves to be advantageous 

in particular for small producers due to its versatility of the utilisation. 

Furthermore the SME should be aware that mass customisation means to invest in 

modern technologies and that a certain growth needs to be assumed. So for an SME that 

may comply with this case study, the company needs to expand their production 

equipment and usable area as well as the sales in order to differentiate from tailoring 

and guarantee customised products for a low price. 

A further insight of this study is the advantage of SMEs of their mostly smaller and 

local production, which opposes the trend of globalisation. In an article of a leading 

consumer trend firms it is said that “in a world that is seemingly ruled by globalisation, 

mass production and ‘cheapest of the cheapest’, a growing number of consumers are 

seeking out the local, and thereby the authentic, the storied, the eco-friendly and the 

obscure” (trendwatching.com, 2007). It is striking that this quotation points out 

beneficial trends for a local production as for instance the eco-friendly and authentic 

aspect that can be easily implemented by SME.  

Even though this analysis and discussion is mainly oriented to the case company and its 

issues, the contents and results could be adapted for other companies with comparable 

conditions in a related business segment. The way the equipment is chosen as well as 

the focal points that are made in this study might become a model for further 

integrations of production solutions for mass customised fashion.  
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 7 Conclusion 

The investigation of this thesis is the development of production set-ups for a 

customisation performed on fabric and fitting. This impacts the production process on a 

pre-production stage, like the cutting of a product. For answering the research question 

“Which technological equipment is needed to produce mass customised fashion apparel 

and accessories?” this thesis gives an overview of suggested equipment. In general it 

can be said that the choice of number and types of machines depends on many different 

factors, especially on what kind of products are produced, in which range and how big 

the production place is going to be. However mass customisation requires a certain 

extent of modern technological equipment in order to ensure a seamless production 

process to cope up with the complexity. A production set- up build in a modular system 

turned out to be beneficial. Therefore the connection of all internal and external 

information as well as the planning and controlling of the supply chain is essential 

which induces the integration of a suitable ERP- system. 

Reflecting on the research question “Is it worth for a SME like SOMconcept to invest in 

advanced technological capabilities?” it can be said, that through the growing demand 

for mass customised fashion, an investigation is worth undertaking. Additionally new 

technologies and decreasing prices for special machines through new technical 

developments increase the cost-efficiency of the investments. Furthermore SMEs often 

have beneficial attributes, such as for instance a local production plant, which simplifies 

the implementation of mass customisation and makes it even more worth to invest 

money, time and energy in this business strategy. 

To summarise the findings of this thesis the answer for the main research question 

“How can a production set- up for mass customisation be developed in a small and 

medium sized enterprise corresponding to the conditions of SOMconcept?” is a balance 

between investment in new technologies, growth in a feasible scope and adaption of 

mass customising in business processes. If an enterprise invests in advanced technology, 

a seamless production flow can be guarantee and it can be produced cost- efficient. But 

therefore a SME needs to expand so it could offer customised products for lower prices 

than tailor-made items. Furthermore for a production of mass customised fashion a 

SME should focus on manufacturing modules that could be deployed flexible, agile and 

extendable.  However, the research questions induce to results, which can be adapted by 

identical companies. 

Mass customisation has been studied for over twenty years and can be seen as the near 

future paradigm of business models besides mass production and its paradigm “fast 

fashion”. But mass customisation still needs to be continuously enhanced although 
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many instances of a successful mass customisation do already exist. However, mass 

customisation can be more established in every segment, especially in the apparel 

industry.  

In particular for SME the offer of mass customised fashion can be a competitive 

strategy towards large companies. Modern technologies keep the supply chain flexible 

and agile, so that SME can compete in a global and international marketplace. Even 

though an integration of a production for mass customised fashion is a future-orientated 

concept for SMEs it can only work if a company’s entire supply chain is aligned to a 

well thought through production set- up. 

 7.1 Future research 

Since this research is focusing on a very specific case and with a limited scope the 

authors suggest further aspects for future research within this topic. First of all the 

theoretical creation of the case company’s production process might be tested in an 

experiment and if necessary it can be extended or improved. Moreover the study could 

be extended in an examination of more than one single case. As this study only 

broaches the cost efficiency of a production of mass customised fashion for SMEs a 

further expansion could be a more detailed perspective of the cost analysis. Further 

research might also focus on the unique characterizations of SME, which differentiates 

them from larger companies. Additionally it could be clarified how these aspects might 

be applied advantageous in a SME. Thus additional research could investigate in the 

future- oriented fact of a sustainable and eco- friendly production as well as the 

potential of technological innovations in the apparel industry such as 3-dimensional- 

printing or digital printing in order to support a sustainable realization for mass 

customised apparel goods. 
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 8  List of abbreviations 

APS control Advanced Planning and Scheduling control 

ATO Assemble-to-order 

CNC Computer Numeric Control 

CODP Customer order de-coupling point 

CRM Customer Relationship Management 

DLS Double lock stitch  

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 

ETO Engineer-to-order 

FAD Financial Accounts Department 

FBCP Fabrication customisation point  

FRCP Feature customisation point 

FTCP Fit customisation point  

HRM Human Resource Management 

MDL Machine Data Logging 

MDR Machine Data Recording 

MIS Management Information System 

MTO Make-to-order 

MTS Make-to-stock 

PC Personal Computer 

PDA Production Data Acquisition 

PPCP Post production customisation point 

QM Quality Management 
 

SCM Supply Chain Management 

SME Small and Medium size Enterprise 

TAA Time And Attendance (of workers) 
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